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A Conversation
 
A conversation between a flower and me
 
I met a bud
And it said to me
 
I look pretty
I too when an infant
 
I will blossom
So shall I
 
I have fragrance
So do I with my deeds
 
I spread happiness
So will I
 
I have thorns
I have up and downs
 
People love me
So is with me
 
You are comparing
No I am just feeling
 
I shall dry
I too when old
 
I die soon
I have to wait for it
 
Oh! You dear bud
Said I to it
 
You are the winner
And I remain as a.......
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Sea Shore
 
Look at the shore
the sand has your foot marks
all there still there all of them.
 
Look at the sky
the same greyish orange
glittering on the horizon still there
 
Look at the layers
coming towards the shore
still coming and going back
 
Look at the memories
all in our eyes
still there and will remain forever.
 
The love for nature
the eternity will long
its everlasting till our last breathe.
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Sea-Shore
 
The rain on the sea-shore
the wet sand all around
the droplets on the waves
of the sea shining
making me remember you
 
your shinny face in the rain
the glossy look of yours
your romantic gesture
and open arms
 
like the waves you call
looking at the sea
and the sea shore
full of couples all around
 
playing children
with their castles
waves taking their dreams along
 
the trees waving
the sky lightening
you staring at all things around
 
and I lost in your look
and the crazy loving sea shore
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Shadow
 
Shadow
 
Shadow of love
Or shadows within
In no form
love still lives
 
In their hearts
On their lips
In their souls
Love still lives
 
Lost in themselves
No boundaries
No cages
Love still lives
 
No sky nor land
No horizon
Ever meet
Love still lives
 
Touching shadows
Shadows into shadows
Lost in the beyond world
Love still lives
 
Distances are there
Distances are lost
Reality and shadows
Love still lives.
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